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https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20190027247 2019-09-26T19:13:02+00:00Z
CAFR Team
• Jeffrey Piepmeier/GSFC 550, PI
• Thomas Holmes/GSFC 617, Science PI
• Paul Racette/GSFC 555, Co-I and Nuvotronics COR 
• Jared Jordan/Nuvotronics, Co-I and wideband array
• Victor Marrero/GSFC 567, Co-I and antennas
• Ali Mahnad/GSFC 567/AS&D, Antennas
• Rafael Rincon/GSFC 555, Co-I and digital receiver
• Giovanni De Amici/GSFC 555, Co-I and lab demonstration
• Jinzheng Peng/GSFC 555/USRA, forward modeling
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Outline
• Motivation
• Proposed Technical Solution
• Laboratory Demonstration
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Motivation
• One of the greatest performance 
challenges for PMW is spatial 
resolution:
• Evapotranspiration ~ 3km @ 37 GHz
• Clouds, convection and precip ~ 5km
• Soil moisture < 10 km, ~5 km
• Salinity <50 km
• Data assimilation models are 
improving in resolution
• Technical implication of keeping NEDT
• N ~ (D/D0)2
• N: number of feeds
• D0: current reflector diameter
• D: new reflector diameter
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Aperture Size Must Grow
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Beam efficiency > 95%
Representative 10-km Current Capability
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Targeted Capability – 2 km FWHM
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Evaluating resolution/sampling trade space:
Shallow oceanic convection case
Courtesy of Joe Munchak
GMI w/ 3 feeds                                      GMI actual                                 GMI w/ 2xD + 3 feeds          GMI w/ 4xD and 10 feeds             
Conventional Feed Cluster  
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Improving Conventional Sampling Approach
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Overlapping feed apertures at multiple frequencies -> broadband phased array feed
Reinventing Radio Astronomy – PAF Technology
John O’Sullivan
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Demonstration Reflector Antenna
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80-cm reflector
Feed array
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Just Imagine …
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http://www.astron.nl/aavp2011/documents/Torchinsky_2AASystemArchitecture14Dec2011.pdf
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